
Using a Raspberry Pi to synchronize data

 In Sync
The Raspberry Pi is not powerful enough to support fully mature 

network storage. In situations involving smaller amounts of data, 

however, the little computer shines as a flexible data hub.  

By Bernhard Bablok

connections so that data ex-
change from one device to 

another can occur asyn-
chronously (Figure 1).

Access to the hub is al-
ways available, but not ac-

cess to the individual de-
vices. Moreover, you don’t 

have to deal with differ-
ent connections, and the 
devices don’t have to go 
online at the same time 

for an exchange of data to 
take place. The data ex-

change hub therefore should 
run on a computer that is as efficient 

as possible in terms of power and heat gener-
ation. As a mini-PC, the Raspberry Pi is ideal 
for serving as a foundation upon which to 
build a home synchronization server. (See 
the box called “How Much Server Is 
Needed?”)

An AlternAtive to 
Dropbox?
Dropbox has become almost synonymous 
with the notion of cross-platform data syn-
chronization. For those who don’t want to 
hand over the task of synchronization to a 

The old Microsoft motto of “a PC on 
every desk” has been obsolete for a 
while now. In fact, the myriad of in-
telligent devices is ever increasing 

in size. As a consequence, the need for data 
exchange solutions is growing as well. In to-
day’s world, the magic phrase is data syn-
chronization. An important issue in synchro-
nization is that there are many possible con-
nections among just five devices, such as a 
server, desktop, laptop, tablet, and smart-
phone. Thus, it makes sense to have a central 
synchronization server replace point-to-point Le
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host provider, freeware alternatives like own-
Cloud [1] or Seafile [2] can be used. Both of 
these solutions run on the Raspberry Pi [3] as 
well. However, the Dropbox model of keeping 
all data on all participating devices synchro-
nized is not always a suitable solution.

For example, Dropbox fails completely if 
the synchronization situation involves data 
that is usually kept in a database. This means 
that synchronization of Firefox data, address 
books, or appointment calendars would not 
work with Dropbox. Situations also come up 
in which services other than Dropbox are 
easier to use. Dropbox does not let you syn-
chronize folders or files on just some of the 
participating devices; instead, the synchro-
nized data is sent to all of the devices. For 
example, if you only want to show images 
that have been edited and reduced in size on 
your smartphone, then you won’t need the 
altered images on something like a PC.

The Rasp Pi can run different sync solu-
tions in parallel. The different solutions will 
not get tangled up, and resource use is not so 
large that it overwhelms the mini-PC.

prepArAtory Work
A pared-down Raspbian System serves as 
the starting point for the solution that is in-
troduced in this article. Deinstallation of all 
unnecessary packages significantly reduces 
the space required for installation to less 
than 1GB. This is about one third of the 
storage required for the current standard 
Raspbian distribution. As a result, there is 
enough storage space for exchanging data. 
However, to follow the steps in the article, I 
recommend starting with the standard ver-
sion of Raspbian.

The Rasp Pi needs a working web server 
that includes PHP for two of the solutions. To 
start the process of turning the Rasp Pi into a 
hub, you should install the necessary pack-
ages with root rights using the script from 

Listing 1. I chose the lightweight web server 
Lighttpd. Raspbian has alternatives like 
Apache or Nginx that work the same.

You do not necessarily need the last pack-
age phpsysinfo. However, it does allow you 
to know with one quick look whether the in-
stallation has worked. All you have to do is 
point your browser to the URL http:// 
<RasPi‑IP>/status (Figure 2). For this arti-
cle, I assume that the server only runs on the 
home network. Therefore, you won’t need a 
secure connection via HTTPS.

FireFox Sync
For many years now, Firefox has had its own 
integrated sync engine. This makes it possi-
ble to synchronize bookmarks, cookies, pass-
words, and so on across different browser in-
stallations. The data being synced up resides 
on servers hosted by Mozilla.

Figure 1: A central hub for synchronization is necessary to maintain consistency among data 

sets that exist across various devices.

Today, many households run Network At-
tached Storage (NAS) to provide file storage 
and, increasingly, cloud services. This type of 
system can also take care of synchronization 
tasks so that a separate sync server is no lon-
ger needed.

If the NAS runs on a proprietary operating 
system, or you only turn it on as needed be-
cause of power usage issues, then a small 
computer can be used to fill the gap. A small 
computer does not need high read and write 
performance because typically only small 

amounts of data are transferred over the con-
nection during synchronization.

All of the services described here function 
easily on the Raspberry Pi and with a device 
like the mini-router TP Link MR3020 to-
gether with a USB stick. The advantage 
gained by using a TP Link device is that it 
can be used as a mobile device and only 
needs about 1 watt of power during opera-
tion. The disadvantage would be that a TP 
Link runs about four times slower than the 
Raspberry Pi.

how Much server Is Needed?
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have the key, it cannot gain access to the 
data. In spite of this exemplary process, it 
still makes sense to operate your own sync 

server, especially if you are in-
terested in making it more dif-
ficult for third parties to spy 
on your data.

The original server has 
been implemented in Python, 
but, in this case, I will use 
the lean PHP version 
FSync MS, or Firefox Sync 
Minimal Server [4]. You 
should decompress the pack-
age in the root directory /var/ 
www/ of the web server. You 
will find the command in 
Listing 2. The mv command 
makes the path somewhat 
easier to understand, and 
chown establishes the correct 
access rights. The data is 
saved in an SQLite3 database. 
The script also installs the 
necessary PHP module.

The process is considered secure because 
the browser encrypts and decrypts the data 
on the client side. Because Mozilla doesn’t 

Figure 2: One glance at the status page of Phpsysinfo reports system status and gives you information about 

the web server.

#!/bin/bash

# Install webserver

apt‑get update

apt‑get install lighttpd

# Basic PHP5 installation plus cache

apt‑get install php5‑cgi php‑apc

ln ‑s /usr/share/doc/php‑apc/apc.php /var/www/

lighttpd‑enable‑mod fastcgi‑php

/etc/init.d/lighttpd force‑reload

# System information via PHP

apt‑get install phpsysinfo

ln ‑s /usr/share/phpsysinfo /var/www/status

# Set up access rights

chown ‑R www‑data:www‑data /var/www

LIsTINg 1: Installing the Necessary Packages
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You should call up the web page http:// 
<RasPi‑IP>/ffsync/ for the initial configura-
tion of the sync server. It is important to re-
member to delete the setup.php file in the in-
stallation directory afterward. You should 
also check the content of the settings.php 
file; in particular, you might have to adjust 
the path of the server.

If you want to connect the server over the 
Internet, then you should move the SQLite 
file out of the web server directory and simi-
larly adjust the new path in the configuration 
file.

Installation takes only a few minutes. The 
status page http://<RasPi‑IP>/ffsync/
index.php/ shows whether the installation 
has been successful. Even though you will 
receive an error message in response, this 
message actually means that the server is 
processing the request. Then, all you will 
have to do is set up an account and connect 
the Firefox browser on all of the participating 
devices to the account.

Before Firefox 29, Firefox Sync employed a 
single-use recovery key when pairing with a 
new device [5]. Both devices knew the secret 
key, enabling secure communications. A lost 
device meant a lost secret key and lost Sync 
data.

In newer versions, Firefox Sync uses the 
usual email address and password through 
Firefox Accounts (Figure 3), eliminating the 
“pairing” of devices and enabling you to re-
cover data in a familiar way. To set this up, 
click Edit | Preferences and select the Sync 
tab. Next, click on Set Up Firefox Sync. In the 
dialog box that comes up, select Create a 
New Account and fill out the fields accord-
ingly. You can recall any potential error re-

ports directly in the browser via the pseudo-
URL about:sync‑log.

AppointmentS AnD 
ADDreSSeS
Almost every smartphone user synchronizes 
appointments and calendar information with 
the manufacturer of the operating system, 
which is most often Google or Apple. This 
means that sensitive data can fall into the 
hands of third parties. Various open source 
projects attempt to offer a freeware alterna-
tive; one of the best known is called own-
Cloud.

From its beginnings, however, the own-
Cloud project has struggled with perfor-
mance and stability problems. Instead of fix-
ing these problems, the developers prefer to 
build “cool” features into each new version, 
often much to the dismay of users. The one 
advantage of ownCloud is that a number of 
providers offer ownCloud instances or ac-
counts for a very good price. However, the 
low-cost accounts are of little help with the 
scenario presented here.

OwnCloud woos users with claims that 
user data will be secure. The data is en-
crypted before being placed on the provider 
servers. However, what the company doesn’t 
tell you is that encryption is not performed 
on appointment and calendar data. Clients 
have access to both with the CalDAV or Card-
DAV protocols, neither of which offer client-
side encryption. The data transport is accom-
plished via HTTPS.

This is reason enough to host the data by 
yourself; however, Baikal [6] could be a bet-
ter alternative to self-hosting because of its 
performance and stability. The tool can only 

synchronize appointment 
and address data via the 

#!/bin/sh

# Install FSyncMS

wget "https://www.dataharbour.de/FSyncMS.tar.gz"

if [ ‑f "FSyncMS.tar.gz" ]; then

  tar ‑xvzpf "FSyncMS.tar.gz" ‑C /var/www

  mv "/var/www/FSyncMS" "/var/www/ffsync"

  chown ‑R www‑data:www‑data "/var/www/ffsync"

  rm ‑f "FSyncMS.tar.gz"

fi

# Install interface between PHP5 and SQLite

apt‑get update

apt‑get install php5‑sqlite

/etc/init.d/lighttpd restart

LIsTINg 2: Installing FSyncMS

Figure 3: Firefox makes it easy to synchronize several browser installations 

on a central server – in this case, a Raspberry Pi.
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fig.js, which is well commented but none-
theless poorly structured. After the installa-
tion, you will be able to comfortably access 
the calendar by browsing 
http://<RasPi‑IP>/cal.

The tool CardDavMATE [8] is similarly 
available for address data. It has an almost 
identical installation and configuration pro-
cess, but there still appear to be problems 
once the user logs in.

More important than access via the browser 
is connecting mobile devices. Users of Apple 
products have no problems here because the 
programs from Apple are native speakers of 
the CalDAV and CardDAV protocols.

Android users have to install so-called 
sync adapters. The CalDAV-Sync and Card-
DAV-Sync applications are stable but not 
(yet) free of charge. Those users who want 
to go all open source can use Caldav Sync 
Free Beta or DAVdroid. You can download 
both of these from the Google Play store. 
Additionally, F-Droid is available for down-
load as source code [9]. The first application 
ran for months for me without any prob-
lems, but DAVDroid still has stability and 
error issues.

Regardless of the software you select, the 
addresses for access to the Baikal server for a 
user having the ID tux and a work calendar 

CalDAV or CardDAV protocols, but it does so 
flawlessly. It does not support groupware 
functions like public calendars and appoint-
ment planning across multiple calendars.

inStAlling bAikAl
The easiest way to install Baikal is by using 
the script from Listing 3, which loads the 
package into the /var/www/baikal directory 
of the web server and activates the initial 
configuration. Line 10 creates an empty file 
for this process that then disappears after the 
first configuration.

You can access the web-based initial con-
figuration via the browser at http:// <Ras‑
Pi‑IP>/baikal/. The configuration is limited 
to the entry of the time zone and administra-
tive password. Thereafter, you should log in 
as Admin under http://<RasPi‑IP>/baikal/
admin/ and define users and the calendar 
(Figure 4)

USing bAikAl
Aside from the admin user interface, Baikal 
does not offer any additional capabilities for 
administering users and calendars. You can 
view the calendar itself with all clients that 
support the CalDAV protocol (e.g., the light-
ening plugin for Thunderbird).

If you want a web front end for your calen-
dar, you should install Cal-
DavZAP [7] on the Rasp-
berry Pi. Listing 4 displays 
the commands you will 
need for installation. You 
can adapt these to your re-
quirements by entering the 
hostname, port, and ver-
sion number at the top. 
The script also automati-
cally edits a few lines of 
the configuration file con‑

01  #!/bin/bash

02  

03  VERSION="0.2.6"

04  

05  # Download and unpack

06  wg et  
"http://baikal‑server.com/get/baikal‑flat‑$VERSION.zip"

07  if [ ‑f "baikal‑flat‑$VERSION.zip" ]; then

08    unzip "baikal‑flat‑$VERSION.zip" ‑d /var/www

09    mv /var/www/baikal‑flat /var/www/baikal

10    touch /var/www/baikal/Specific/ENABLE_INSTALL

11    chown ‑R www‑data:www‑data /var/www/baikal

12    rm ‑f "baikal‑flat‑$VERSION.zip"

13  fi

LIsTINg 3: Installing Baikal

01  #!/bin/bash

02  

03  VERSION="0.10.0.1"

04  HOST="localhost"

05  PORT="8080"

06  

07  # Download and unpack

08  wget "http://www.inf‑it.com/CalDavZAP_$VERSION.zip"

09  if [ ‑f "CalDavZAP_$VERSION.zip" ]; then

10    unzip "CalDavZAP_$VERSION.zip" ‑d /var/www

11    mv /var/www/caldavzap /var/www/cal

12    sed ‑i  ‑e "s%var globalInterfaceLanguage='en_US';%var  
globalInterfaceLanguage='de_DE';%"  
‑e "s%//var globalUseJqueryAuth=false;%var  
globalUseJqueryAuth=true;%"  
‑e "s%^var globalNetworkCheckSettings%//var  
globalNetworkCheckSettings%"  
‑e "/http:\/\/lion/s%^//var  
globalNetworkCheckSettings%var  
globalNetworkCheckSettings%"  
‑e "s%lion.server.com:8008/principals/
users/%$HOST:$PORT/baikal/cal.php/principals/%"  
"/var/www/cal/config.js"

13    chown ‑R www‑data:www‑data /var/www/cal

14    rm ‑f "CalDavZAP_$VERSION.zip"

15  fi

LIsTINg 4: Installing CalDavZAP
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and addressbook, each with the ID work, are: 
http://<RasPi‑IP>/baikal/cal.php/calen‑
dars/tux/work and http://<RasPi‑IP>/bai‑
kal/card.php/addressbooks/tux/work.

rSync: tipS AnD trickS
For a long time, Rsync was the top dog 
among sync tools for Unix. Then, it became 
somewhat overshadowed by Dropbox. Even 
so, the small tool Rsync is a veritable Swiss 
army knife for synchronization. It gives you 
the option of transferring only new changes 
to your data and then verifying that every-
thing has arrived correctly. You can also use 
it for making local copies. The following 
command copies the directory /home/pi/src 
from a local computer to a second computer, 
pi2:

$ rsync ‑avz /home/pi/src U
  admin@pi2:/home/admin

In the example, the login takes place as user 
admin and the target directory is /home/
admin. You can also enter the source and tar-
get the other way around. Then, Rsync sim-
ply retrieves the directory from the remote 
computer. Care should be taken with path 
naming. If a source directory does not have a 
slash (/) at the end of its name, Rsync will 
copy the entire directory, as in the src exam-
ple above. Otherwise, it will only copy the 
contents. It doesn’t matter whether the name 
of the target directory has a slash at the end.

The ‑v option means “verbose” and out-
puts all transferred files, whereas the ‑z op-
tion is used to compress the data during 
transfer. The latter option is not suitable for 
synchronization of images, MP3 files, or 
other already compressed formats. However, 

Rsync comes with a built-in list of relevant 
file name extensions and typically gets every-
thing right. Further details on this can be 
found at the man page.

This simple Rsync command with its three 
options covers a lot of ground. The remain-
ing 110 parameters of Rsync are generally 
only used in special circumstances.

trAnSFerring DAtA  
viA the hUb
The scenario described in the introduction, 
in which images that have been reduced in 
size are sent from the desktop to the smart-
phone, can work with Rsync because the 
desktop sends the files to the hub, and Rsync 
deletes the correctly transferred files.

$ rsync ‑av ‑‑remove‑source‑files U
  /data/pics hub:/data/

Later, the smartphone can retrieve the files 
with the same option. As a result, no unnec-
essary data accumulates on the hub.

RSyncBackup is a free application avail-
able for Android systems, but the source 
code is not public. In RSyncBackup, you de-
fine the command line and then execute the 
command on the profile with a click. This is 
very practical if you want to use the same di-
rectories for data transfer again.

Rsync can also handle mirroring; in other 
words, it can handle single-direction syn-
chronization of one computer with another. 
For this process, you need to replace the 
‑‑remove‑source‑files option with the 
‑‑delete option. This step also deletes direc-
tories on the target computer instead of on 
the source computer, which the first option 
does not support.

Figure 4: Users and calendars are defined in this web-based configuration interface for Baikal.
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information from the hub as soon it is back 
online.

You can set automatic backups with 
Rsnapshot [11], including hierarchical daily, 
weekly, or monthly generations. The soft-
ware is available in the Raspbian repository 
and uses Rsync as a foundation, using the 
‑‑link‑dest option to replace files on the tar-
get directory with hard links of identical files 
of the previous generation. This way, the 
amount of data that is actually copied is re-
duced in size, and several generations of 
backups are created and coexist without a 
corresponding increase in the size of the disk 
space necessary to store them.

One disadvantage of Rsnapshot is that, 
although it retrieves files from remote com-
puters, it can only store them locally. This 
means it would have to run on the hub and 

If you need two-way synchronization, you 
should take a look at Unison [10]. It uses the 
Rsync algorithm and offers a nice interface, 
in addition to a pure command-line opera-
tion. A ready-to-install version of Unison can 
be found in the Raspbian repository.

bAcking Up With rSync
Rsync is an excellent tool for backing up 
data. A Rasp Pi that is serving as a hub is 
naturally limited for performing backups. 
The limits will depend on the storage space 
that has been connected, the amount of data 
that has to be secured, and the consequent 
run times and storage size needed. However, 
a hub saves booting up a big file server if you 
are making quick backups of important con-
figuration files in the /home and /etc directo-
ries. The file server then retrieves the saved 

01  #!/bin/bash

02  

03  # remote backup support‑script

04  

05  # rotate: re names backups: name.03‑>name.04, 
name.02‑>name.03 <etc.>

06  # prepare: creates new backup directory name.00

07  # cleanup: re moves all backup directories whose numbers 
exceed a limit

08  

09  # configuration

10  

11  backupRoot="/data/backups"

12  

13  # ‑‑‑ rotate backups ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

14  

15  rotate() {

16    remoteHost="$1"

17    backupType="$2"

18  

19    backupDir="$backupRoot/$remoteHost"

20  

21    fi nd "$backupDir/$backupType."* ‑type d ‑maxdepth 0 |  
sort ‑r | while read dir; do

22      nr="${dir##*.}"

23      nr="${nr#0}"

24      let nr1=nr+1

25      nr1=`printf "%02d" $nr1`

26      mv "$dir" "$backupDir/$backupType.$nr1"

27    done

28  }

29  

30  # ‑‑‑ prepare backup ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

31  

32  prepare() {

33    remoteHost="$1"

34    backupType="$2"

35    backupDir="$backupRoot/$remoteHost"

36    targetDir="$backupDir/$backupType.00"

37  

38    mkdir ‑p "$targetDir"

39    echo "$targetDir"

40    exit 0

41  }

42  

43  # ‑‑‑ delete old backup ‑‑‑‑‑‑

44  

45  cleanup() {

46    remoteHost="$1"

47    backupType="$2"

48    maxGen="$3"

49    backupDir="$backupRoot/$remoteHost"

50  

51    while [ $maxGen ‑lt 100 ]; do

52      nr=`printf "%02d" $maxGen`

53      if [ ! ‑d "$backupDir/$backupType.$nr" ]; then

54        exit 0

55      else

56        rm ‑fr "$backupDir/$backupType.$nr"

57        let maxGen=maxGen+1

58      fi

59    done

60  }

61  

62  # ‑‑‑ main program ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

63  

64  func="$1"

65  # check allowed function

66  grep ‑qw "$func" <<< "prepare rotate cleanup" || exit 3

67  shift

68  eval $func "$@"

LIsTINg 5: Creating the Backup
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communicate with all connected devices 
before starting the backup. As a result, two 
small bash scripts replace this functionality. 
You should copy the first script (Listing 5) 

to the hub and the second (Listing 6) lo-
cally to the computer. Listing 6 calls Listing 
5 (see lines 8, 11, and 17) remotely. In this 
way, it prepares the backup before Rsync 

comes into play (line 
14 in Listing 6). The 
Rsync command 
then creates a mirror 
of the home direc-
tory in the target di-
rectory.

To avoid having to 
provide a password 
every time you call 
SSH and Rsync, you 
should create a key 
pair and copy your 
public key on the 
Rasp Pi [12]. All the 
listings for this article 
are online [13], with 
a modified Raspbian 
image. (See the box 
titled “Comfortable 
Image.”)  ● ● ●

01  #!/bin/bash

02  

03  HUB="rpi"                             # Host name of hub

04  rscript="/usr/local/bin/backup‑server" # Script on hub

05 rota="${1:‑daily}"                    # First argument or daily

06  

07  # rotate old backup

08  ssh "$HUB" "$rscript" "rotate" "$HOSTNAME" "$rota"

09  

10  # establish new backup directory and save in dir

11  dir=`ssh "$HUB" "$rscript" "prepare" "$HOSTNAME" "$rota"`

12  

13  # save home directory on hub in dir

14  rsync ‑avz ‑‑ delete ‑‑numeric‑ids ‑‑relative ‑‑delete‑excluded 
‑‑link‑dest="${dir/.00/.01}/" "$HOME" "$HUB:$dir"

15  

16  # clean up superfluous generations

17  ssh "$HUB" "$rscript" "cleanup" "$HOSTNAME" "$rota" "30"

LIsTINg 6: Preparing the Backup

You will find a preconfigured Raspbian image 
that works for the sync server introduced in 
this article in the /RPG/sync/ directory on the 
Raspberry Pi Geek magazine anonymous FTP 
server [13]. It uses Lighttpd as a web server 
and SQLite3 as a database. The Firefox sync 
minimal server FSyncMS, Baikal, the CalDAV/ 
CardDAV synchronizer, and scripts for a Rsnap-
shot-based backup have been preinstalled.

To store the image on an SD card with a mini-
mum capacity of 2GB, decompress the archive 
raspi‑sync.img.zip and copy the image onto 
the SD card using the command:

# dd if=raspi‑sync.img of=/dev/<xxx>

Here you should replace <xxx> with the device 
indicator of the SD card, which in most cases 

will be sdb. Windows users should use Win32-

DiskImager, which you will find on the maga-

zine DVD, instead of dd.

The image that has been configured for operat-

ing in headless mode retrieves its IP address 

per DHCP. You should log in to the system via 

SSH with the username pi and the password 

raspberry. Further information, such as the pre-

defined username and passwords for Baikal, 

can be found in /etc/motd. At login, you will 

automatically be notified of this.

You will have to make some changes in the 

configuration files after the first start, because 

Firefox Sync and CalDavZAP both need to 

know the hostname on which the service runs.
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